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Data Classes



Simple Java “POJO” 
or “Bean” Class



Kotlin Equivalent- 
Data Class

This data class auto-generates 
all the fields and property 

accessors, as well as some 
useful methods such as 

toString().  

You also get equals() and 
hashCode() for free, which are 

very verbose and can be 
dangerous if they are 

incorrectly implemented.  





Lambdas



A lambda expression is a simple way to define an 
anonymous function.  

Lambdas are very useful because they prevent us 
from having to write the specification of the function 

in an abstract class or interface, and then the 
implementation of the class.  

In Kotlin, lambdas are first class citizens, which 
means that a function behaves as a type, so it can 
be passed as an argument to another function, can 
be returned by a function, saved into a variable or a 

property...  
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If we want to implement a click listener behaviour in 
Java, we first need to write the OnClickListener 

interface:  

Implementing onClickListener



And then we write an anonymous class that 
implements this interface:  



This would be the transformation of the code into 
Kotlin (using toast function from Anko):  



Kotlin allows some optimisations over Java 
libraries, and any function that receives an 

interface with a single function can be 
substituted by a lambda.  

It will work as if we had defined 
setOnClickListener() like this:  



A lambda expression is defined by specifying the 
function input arguments at the left of the arrow 

(surrounded by parentheses), and the return type 
at the right.  

In this case, we get a View and return Unit 
(nothing). So with this in mind, we can simplify 

the previous code a little:  



While defining a function, we must use 
brackets and specify the argument values at 

the left of the arrow and the body of the 
function at the right.  

We can even get rid of the left part if the input 
values are not being used:  



If the last argument of a function is also a function, 
we can move it out of the parentheses:  



And, finally, if the function is the only parameter, 
we can get rid of the parentheses:  






